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List of Terminology
ABFE – Advisory Base Flood Elevation: Three feet above the highest adjacent grade of a structure; or the
BFE on the current FIRM, whichever is higher.
BFE – Base Flood Elevation: The elevation of the crest of the base flood or 100-year flood.
CFM – Certified Floodplain Manager
CHART – Center for Hazards Assessment, Response and Technology at the University of
New Orleans
Corps – U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
DFIRM – Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map
FEMA – Federal Emergency Management Agency
FIRM – Flood Insurance Rate Map
GIS – Geographic Information Systems
HMGP – Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
ICC – Increased Cost of Compliance
LRA – Louisiana Recovery Authority
NFIP – National Flood Insurance Program
RL – Repetitive Loss Property
SRL – Severe Repetitive Loss Property
SFHA – Special Flood Hazard Area: The base floodplain delineated on a FIRM. The SFHA is mapped as a
Zone A, and in coastal situations, Zone V. The SFHA may or may not encompass all of a community’s
flood problems.
100-year flood – Not to be confused with a flood that happens every 100 years, the 100-year flood is
actually a flood that has a 1% chance annually of being equaled or exceeded. This is what is known
as the “base flood,” and is the basis for all floodplain management regulation and standards.
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Repetitive Loss Area Revisit
Orleans Parish – Broadmoor Neighborhood
Purpose
This document serves as a follow-up addendum to the original Repetitive Loss Area Analysis that was
completed in the Broadmoor neighborhood in December 2006. This report documents the progress
made by the residents of the Broadmoor study area in mitigating their repetitive flood loss, as well as
the progress made by the City, State, and the Federal Government in protecting their citizens from
repetitive flood hazards.
Background
The University of New Orleans’ Center for Hazards
Assessment, Response, and Technology (UNOCHART) receives funding from FEMA to collect data
and analyze the repetitive loss areas in Louisiana and
Texas. A Repetitive Loss Area Analysis was
conducted for the Broadmoor neighborhood in New
Orleans, LA, in December 2006.

Area Analysis: An approach to identify
repetitive loss areas, evaluates mitigation
approaches, and determines the most
appropriate alternatives to reduce future
repetitive losses.

A copy of the final report can be found online at
http://floodhelp.uno.edu under the “Projects
Publications” heading.

Hazard Mitigation: Any sustained action taken
to reduce or eliminate long-term risk to life and
property from a hazard event.

UNO-CHART has been funded by FEMA Region VI to
conduct revisits to areas that previously were the
focus of repetitive loss area analyses. This document
will detail the improvements and refurbishments
made to properties by the residents in the
Broadmoor study area.

Repetitive loss: An NFIP-insured property
where two or more claim payments of more
than $1,000 have been paid within a 10-year
period since 1978. To focus resources on those
properties that represent the best opportunities
for mitigation, two sub-categories have been
defined: the Target Group and Severe
Repetitive loss Properties.

The Area: The Broadmoor area analysis focused on a
sample portion of Broadmoor. The study area was a
four block area bordered by S. Miro St., Napoleon
Ave., S. Johnson St., and Upperline St. See the map
on page 4.

Terminology

Severe Repetitive Loss Properties: As defined
by the Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2004, 1-4
family residences that have had four or more
claims of more than $5,000 or two claims that
cumulatively exceed the reported building’s
value. The Act creates new funding
mechanisms to help mitigate flood damage for
these properties.

Broadmoor, as one of the lowest points in New
Orleans, sits below sea level and relies on large
pumps and drainage canals to keep the area from
flooding. Broadmoor has suffered repetitive flooding
over the years because the land is low, flat and poorly drained. This neighborhood was once a 12 acre
lake on the ‘backside’ of the original city. It had to be drained in order for development to occur in the
late 1800s.
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The majority of the development in the neighborhood occurred in the 1920s. Over the years the
drainage has been improved, however the area is still an historical repetitive loss area. In 2005, the
levees that protect New Orleans broke during and immediately after Hurricane Katrina, which caused
substantial flooding throughout the City, including Broadmoor1.

Figure 1: The Broadmoor Study Area

1

www.gnocdc.org; Repetitive Loss Area Analysis #3, The City of New Orleans, Broadmoor Neighborhood UNOCHART, December 2006
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Figure 2: Typical raised basement home

Broadmoor has many raised basement houses, a style
distinctive to New Orleans. The raised basement homes
were built because the area was known to flood. The
first floor of a raised basement home, which sits at
grade, was intended strictly for storage, or as a garage.
The second and sometimes third floors of this style of
house were built as the living space. Over the years
people turned their first floor “basements” into living
space or small rental units. Many of the houses are on
the FEMA Repetitive Loss list because the raised
basements flood. 26 of the 57 properties (46%) in the

study area are of the raised basement style.
A section of Broadmoor has been named to the National Register of Historic Places because of its high
concentration of historical structures. The entire study area for this case falls within the boundaries of
the historic district. Because of this historical designation, homeowners must take extra considerations
when undertaking a mitigation project so that the designation is maintained. If a mitigation project
relies on any Federal funding source, a section 106 review would be triggered to determine if there will
be any adverse effects on the historical features of the property or any neighboring properties2.
More information about the original Broadmoor Neighborhood Repetitive Loss Area Analysis, including
the process, methodology, and the final report, can be found on UNO-CHART’s website:
http://floodhelp.uno.edu .
Contact: The initial contact for this revisit was with the Hazard Mitigation team from the City of New
Orleans’ Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness. The purpose of the meeting was not
only to inform the office of UNO-CHART’s intentions to reenter the neighborhood and compile this
report, but it was also to ask for any additional information that the City could provide to UNO-CHART
for the purposes of this study. UNO-CHART then met with the President of the Broadmoor Improvement
Association (BIA) seeking their approval and support for this report. The BIA also drafted a letter that
accompanied the data sheet that UNO-CHART sent out advising the residents of the report. Since there
was a small return rate, it was decided to have a second mail out. The BIA was able to supply another
letter explaining to the residents the importance of their information and feedback. A copy of this
second letter can be found in Appendix C.
Data Collected: UNO-CHART reviewed and collected data from the following sources.








Flood Insurance Data
FIRM Data
Rain and Flood Events
US Army Corps of Engineers Data
SELA and PAC projects
Grants in the study area
Property owner data sheets

2

Repetitive Loss Area Analysis #3, The City of New Orleans, Broadmoor Neighborhood UNO-CHART, December
2006
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 Fieldwork
 Building Permits
 Conversations with residents
Flood insurance data: UNO-CHART reviewed recent flood insurance claims data to assess the flooding
events that may have affected the Broadmoor study area. The Privacy Act of 1974 (5 U.S.C. 522a)
restricts the release of certain types of data to the public. Flood insurance policy and claim data are
included in the list of restricted information. FEMA can only release such data to state and local
governments, and only if the data are used for floodplain management, mitigation, or research
purposes. Therefore, this report does not identify the repetitive loss properties or include claims
information for any individual property.
FIRM: The 1984 effective FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) states that the study area is
completely within an A8. Zone A8 is a high risk flood zone, located in a special flood hazard area (SFHA).
Properties located in an AE or A1 – A30 flood zone have a 1% chance, annually, of flooding, and a 26%
chance of flooding over the life of a 30-year mortgage3.
The Base Flood Elevation (BFE) for Broadmoor, according to the 1984 FEMA FIRM is 1.5 ft above sea
level. Advisory Base Flood Elevations (ABFEs) were issued by FEMA after Hurricane Katrina. The ABFE is
either the current BFE or three feet above the highest adjacent grade, whichever is higher. In
Broadmoor, the current BFE (1.5 feet above sea level) is higher for most structures, since the study area
on average is 3-5 feet below sea level4. See Figure 3 on the following page for a visual depiction. FEMA is
in the process of updating the 1984 FIRMs. There have been extensive improvements in drainage since
the 1984 FIRMs were created that could result in a different BFE.
Rain and Flood Events: Since the area analysis was concluded in December 2006, multiple residential
properties have been damaged due to heavy rain events in Orleans Parish. Most notably, there were
severe rain events in October 2007 and December 2009. As a result of those events, there have been
three flood claims in the Broadmoor neighborhood; none of which are in the Repetitive Loss Broadmoor
study area.
New FIRM: As part of the FEMA Map Modernization Plan, the Army Corps has been charged with
updating and developed Digital Flood Insurance Rate Maps (DFIRMs). The FIRMs for Orleans Parish, LA
have not been updated since 1984.5 In February 2009, FEMA released a Preliminary DFIRM for Orleans
Parish6. The Preliminary DFIRM information for the Broadmoor area places the area in an AE zone. The
“E” associated with “AE” means that there is an elevation to which the lowest floor of livable space must
be elevated to. Because of the drainage improvements, the elevation for the Broadmoor area is at 0
feet above sea level; meaning that the BFE is sea level, 1.5 ft lower than the 1984 FIRM.
3

www.floodsmart.gov

4

Elevation taken from Google Earth; not intended to be an exact elevation, but estimation only.

5

http://www.mvn.usace.army.mil/pd/projectslist/home.asp?projectID=20&directoryFilePath=ProjectData\

6

th

“Long Awaited FEMA maps give residents detailed snapshot of flood risks” The Times-Picayune, February 5 ,
2009 accessed on 2/09/10 at:
http://www.nola.com/news/index.ssf/2009/02/new_fema_maps_detail_local_flo.html
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Figure 3: A visual depiction of a typical Broadmoor home in relation to the BFE, ABFE, and sea level

At the time of this revisit, Orleans Parish had not yet adopted the new DFIRMS. The City Council was
presented with the following options in 2009: (1) Use existing maps; (2) Continue with the Advisory
Base Flood Elevations (ABFEs) recently adopted after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita; (3) Adopt the
Preliminary DFIRMs data for regulating new construction; or (4) Adopt new DFIRMS through the normal
adoption process. The decision not to adopt the DFIRMS was due to the fact that these maps would
need to be updated once the levee repair and upgrading is completed in 2011-20127. The 1984 maps are
still in effect at this time. However, the City of New Orleans adopted an ordinance in 2006 whereby
homeowners must elevate their properties to the Base Flood Elevation (BFE) or Advisory Base Flood
Elevation (ABFE), whichever elevation is higher.
SELA projects: Authorized by U.S. Congress in 1996, Southeast Louisiana Urban Flood Control Project
(SELA) drainage program is designed to reduce flood-related damage to property and infrastructure in
the City of New Orleans and surrounding parishes. This is accomplished by constructing new pumping
stations and better drainage canals throughout the city. The program was authorized and administered
under a project cooperative agreement between the New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 8

7

Electronic communication with the City of New Orleans Office of Homeland Security and Emergency
Preparedness , 04/05/2010
8

http://www.swbnosela.com/Overview
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The Uptown/Hollygrove SELA improvements had a direct affect on the Broadmoor area. The
improvements included adding a new pump to Pumping station #1, installing two large underground
canals along Napoleon between S. Claiborne and S. Broad, and improving culverts along Nashville and
General Taylor Avenues. More information can be found on the Sewerage and Water Board’s website
under the SELA Projects page9
Post-Authorization Changes (PAC): Additional drainage projects, called Post Authorization Projects
(PACs) were approved by Congress; though not for specific projects, rather it was for future post-SELA
projects. The SELA project called for large underground canals along Napoleon Ave. These canals,
completed in 2002, improved the surface drainage in the Broadmoor neighborhood. However, the
reason for constructing these large canals was so that they could handle the increased flow resulting
from the PACs. Therefore, the benefit that Broadmoor now sees as a result of SELA will be diminished
once the PACs are in place.
Grants in the area: The New Orleans Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
(NOHSEP) made data available to UNO-CHART regarding the number of Hazard Mitigation and Severe
Repetitive Loss grant applications filed since December 2006. There have been eleven applications filed
for properties in the vicinity of the Broadmoor neighborhood, and there have been only two
applications filed for properties located within the study area.
Both properties whose applications were filed sought to complete a phased elevation, which is an
elevation project that is completed in phases rather than all at once. On one of these residences the
project has been contracted, has been issued a purchase order, and has a Phase I completion status of
fifteen percent. As for the second property located within the
original study area, the project has not been contracted due to
State’s Office of Community
outstanding issues.
Development
Although there is no more HMGP funding available in Orleans
Parish for Hurricanes Katrina and Rita victims, there is some funding
remaining in the State’s Office of Community Development.
Residents who are interested should contact the State’s Office as
soon as possible to inquire about applying for funding.

1201 N. Third Street
Claiborne Bldg., Suite 7-270
Baton Rouge, La 70802
Phone: (225)342.7142
Fax: (225) 342.1947

There is a separate grant program that has been established for
Severe Repetitive Loss (SRL) properties. The SRL grant program was
authorized in the Flood Insurance Reform Act of 2004,10 and funds projects that are aimed at reducing
or eliminating SRL claims. This includes things such as acquisition and demolition, elevation projects,
floodproofing, and reconstruction. Orleans Parish residents who own a SRL property should have
received a letter in the mail from the City of New Orleans’ Hazard Mitigation Office informing them of
the procedures necessary to apply for the SRL grant program. This program is an annual program, so
residents living in a SRL property can apply each year.

9

http://www.swbnosela.com/Overview

10

For more information, go to FEMA’s SRL grant program website:
http://www.fema.gov/government/grant/srl/index.shtm
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Out of the 57 properties in the study area, 38 are repetitive loss properties, and 11 are severe repetitive
loss properties. Residents who are interested in the SRL program should contact the City of New
Orleans’ Hazard Mitigation office. Contact information is provided in the recommendations section.
Property Owner Data Collection: A letter11 was sent out to the property owners in the Broadmoor study
area from UNO-CHART and the Broadmoor Improvement Association (BIA) introducing residents to the
follow-up revisit process on December 10, 2009. Accompanying the letters was a data sheet that
homeowners were asked to fill out and return to UNO-CHART by December 24th, 2009. Because of the
Holiday season, the original return rate was low and a second mail-out of letters and data sheets was
completed on February 25, 2010.
Of the 57 properties in the original study area that were mailed letters and data sheets, 5 were returned
to UNO-CHART as “vacant” addresses and 20 of the remaining 52 were completed and mailed back. The
combined return rate for the original and second mail-out is 36.53%, which for a study of this nature is
considered a very good return rate. In the original area analysis in 2006, 14 letters were returned to
UNO-CHART as undeliverable, compared to only 5 in this follow-up study. That shows a marked
improvement in the occupancy rate in the Broadmoor study area since December 2006.
Of the 20 respondents, only 5 recall the original Broadmoor Repetitive Loss Area Analysis that was
completed in December 2006. Of those 5 only 3 attended the original meeting. These numbers show
that more needs to be done to involve the residents of areas being analyzed. One of the main tenets of
UNO-CHART’s area analyses is to actively involve the residents in the process. This is typically
accomplished through the distribution and collection of completed property owner data sheets and the
holding of a neighborhood meeting to present the findings of the report, but as the revisit data is
showing, this may not be adequate. It should be noted that 7 of the 20 respondents moved into the area
some time after the completion of the 2006 area analysis. Those 7 respondents moved into the area
between 2007 and 2009, which would explain why those 7 had no recollection of the area analysis.
Of course there may be others who recall the analysis and attended the meeting, but did not complete
the revisit data sheets for a variety of reasons. It is important to note that the information collected
through the data sheets does not represent the complete picture, only a snapshot of information that
relies on resident feedback. It is interesting to note that all 20 of the respondents reported that they
have not flooded since the completion of the Broadmoor area analysis. For a summary of all the
responses, please see the response table in Appendix E.
Fieldwork: On January 22nd, 2010, a team from UNO-CHART conducted fieldwork in the Broadmoor
study area. This consisted of taking photographs of each property in the study area, noting if the
building was occupied, the elevation above the street and grade, and the structure and foundation type.
The resulting information was compared to the original photographs and notes to assess any mitigation
that may have taken place.
Homeowners have made visible repairs to their homes that were damaged by Hurricane Katrina. There
were signs that some homeowners had elevated their AC units, but whether they were elevated
previously or even above the BFE is not easily answered. Not all photographs of the homes included in
11

Copies of both BIA letters and the letter from UNO-CHART can be found in Appendices B-D
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the original area analysis were able to show the location of the AC units, many times due to debris piles
obstructing the view or the units were not visible from the street.
Building Permits: In order to get a better understanding of what, if any, mitigation efforts the residents
of Broadmoor had undertaken UNO-CHART examined the building permits for the area.
With the assistance of the CRS Coordinator for the City of New Orleans, UNO-CHART reviewed all
building permits issued by the City of New Orleans’ Office of Safety and Permits in the study area since
December 2006.
 There were 21 building permits that were filed from the Broadmoor study area since 2006.
o 5 have been “closed,” meaning that all work has been completed and a certificate of
occupancy has been issued.
o 16 permits were in the “pending inspection” stage of the process. This does not mean
that work has not been completed or that the building is unoccupied. Due to staffing
issues within the City, it has taken longer than usual to close out building permits.
 1 permits application that was filed to continue work on a City of New Orleans (CNO) permit.
CNO permits were issued after the storm, free of charge by the City of New Orleans in an effort
to streamline the process and get residents back into their homes. The CNO permits were only
good for six months after the issuance date. The City stopped issuing CNO permits in 2007.12
 2 permits were for elevation of an existing family dwelling; one of which has since been
“closed.” The other permit is still in the “pending” stage, and upon examination of the fieldwork
photographs both from 2006 and 2010 the house has not been elevated as of January 21st,
2010.
 1 of the permits was applied for by the Road Home Corporation and was for the demolition and
removal of a structure, and was still in the “pending inspection” stage. The fieldwork
photographs from 2006 and 2010 were compared and found the house still standing as of
January 21st, 2010.
 1 permit was to make hurricane repairs, as well as to "remove the two rooms that were built
without a permit below the BFE.” This is an example of why it is so crucial to obtain a building
permit from the City of New Orleans’ Office of Safety and Permits prior to any substantial
improvements. This homeowner may have actually paid twice for his improvements.
 The other 17 permits were mostly for hurricane repairs (sheetrock, electrical, plumbing) or to
add on or construct other elements that are not pertinent to this report. There were no clear
signs of mitigation actions aside from the elevations
There is more to the question of mitigation actions taken on by residents in the study area, as many of
the items asked about on the data sheet do no require a permit. Some of the actions that would not
require a permit that residents have taken on include:

12

Conversation with the City of New Orleans’ Office of Safety and Permits
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 Moving utilities/contents to a higher level : 10 respondents
 Sandbagged when water threatened: 1 respondent
 Installed drains or pipes to improve drainage: 6 respondents
Conversations with Residents: Members from the UNO-CHART team and the City of New Orleans Hazard
Mitigation Office attended the Broadmoor Fest on Saturday, May 15th from 1:30-4:30. Unfortunately,
due to heavy rain, UNO-CHART was only able to meet and talk to a few residents. Those residents
expressed frustration with the grant process as a whole, while stating that they understood it was not
going to be an easy process from the beginning.
UNO-CHART team members asked the residents about any flood mitigation projects other than those
funded by grants that they themselves, or others they knew, had undertaken. The residents replied that
they had not heard of, or knew of anything of that sort undertaken. This of course does not mean that
homeowners in the Broadmoor study area did not attempt or complete flood protection projects on
their own, only that the few residents spoken to did not know of any projects.

Problem Statement: The area analysis found that the residential properties in the Broadmoor study
area are generally subject to two types of flooding:
(a) Shallow repetitive drainage problems and
(b) Deeper flooding from pump station or levee failure or overtopping.
There are different approaches that can mitigate damage from these kinds of flooding. Recent drainage
improvements by the City and SELA have already reduced the recurrence of the shallow repetitive
drainage flooding. These structural projects will not prevent the deeper flooding from pump station or
levee failure, nor can they be expected to be foolproof. The nonstructural mitigation measures for
Broadmoor residents are justified because shallow flooding may still occur if the storm sewers become
clogged or the pumps fail to operate.
The repetitive loss area analysis reviews several different nonstructural mitigation alternatives, each
with advantages and disadvantages. Structural elevation, acquisition, or reconstructions are the only
options if the building is substantially damaged. Barriers and dry floodproofing can be effective against
shallow flooding, but are the least appropriate mitigation measures for Broadmoor because the lots are
too small for barriers and neither measure will protect against flooding greater than three feet.
If the lowest floor of a raised basement home is wet floodproofed and converted into a storage area or
garage, the house is effectively elevated and protected from water up to the second floor. If the second
floor is above the base flood elevation, such a conversion can bring the building into compliance with
the substantial damage regulations, significantly reduce the flood insurance premiums, preserve the
structure’s architectural appearance, and return the building to its original use. ICC funds can be used
for this type of raised basement conversion, as can the LRA $30,000 mitigation grant.
Recommendations: Four recommendations were given in the original area analysis. Based on the
responses from the homeowner’s data sheets, the fieldwork, and data collection, these
recommendations still apply.
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1. Property owners should obtain and keep a flood insurance
For information on the NFIP, or
policy on their homes.
to get a list of Insurance agents
In the original area analysis, 17 of the 57 data sheets were
in your area:
returned completed. All 17 respondents replied that they were
currently carrying a flood insurance policy. During the current
www.floodsmart.gov
study, all 19 respondents replied that they are currently
carrying a flood insurance policy. The importance of
maintaining a flood insurance policy, while apparent to those
that have responded to the data sheet, is still something that all homeowners should
understand. Mitigation measures can fail and flood levels can exceed regulatory levels
at any time.
2. Property owners should review the alternative mitigation measures discussed in the
area analysis and implement those that are most appropriate for their situations.
Based on the responses to the data sheet, residents should seek information on costs,
implementation, and guidelines to retrofitting their homes. FEMA publishes a document
titled “Homeowner’s Guide to Retrofitting: Six ways to protect your house from
flooding” that they will send to you free of charge. Go to
http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1420 or www.FEMA.GOV and search
for publication number 312. Information can also be found on UNO-CHART’s website
www.floodhelp.uno.edu .
3. Property owners interested in an elevation or reconstruction project or in wet
floodproofing their raised basements should contact the City of New Orleans
Department of Safety and Permits.
As was mentioned previously, some residents had applied for
building permits when making any changes or additions to their
Safety & Permits -City Hall
properties. It was also shown that building or making any
1300 Perdido Street, Room 7E07
substantial improvements to a building or residence without a
New Orleans, LA 70112
permit can be costly and time consuming. All residents are
Phone:
(504) 658-7130
strongly encouraged to obtain a permit before any construction
Fax: (504) 565-6143
begins on their homes.
4. The City should establish an office to provide technical assistance to property owners
interested in pursuing a flood protection project on their own and help in applying for
mitigation funding when eligible: The City did not implement this recommendation for
various reasons, but there are offices that can assist residents in reaching their
mitigation goals. Residents can contact the Hazard Mitigation
Office by email at mitigation@cityofno.com or phone at
Orleans Parish Hazard
504.658.8740. There is also a local FEMA office known as the
Mitigation Office
Louisiana Recovery Office, 504.762.2000
mitigation@cityofno.com
Residents may also contact UNO-CHART at 504.280.1404 or by
Phone: (504) 658-8740
going to www.floodhelp.uno.edu . There are projects that
homeowners can do themselves without a grant to protect
their homes. In most cases the initial financial cost is significantly outweighed by the
long term financial, emotional, and physical costs associated with flooding. Residents
-12Broadmoor Area Revisit

UNO-CHART
are also encouraged to look at UNO-CHART Repetitive Loss Area
Analyses for ideas on projects they can consider. These reports
can be found on UNO-CHART’s website
(www.floodhelp.uno.edu) under the “Project Publications” tab.
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www.floodhelp.uno.edu
Phone: (504) 280-1404
Fax: (504) 280-4023
ekpatton@uno.edu
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Appendix A
~Please fill out and return by March 12th, 2010~
Name: ______________________________________________________
Property Address: _____________________________________________
Information about you
1. How long have you lived in this house? ______________
2. Do you recall the Broadmoor repetitive floodloss area analysis conducted during 2006?
 Yes  No
a. Did you attend the public meeting on November 6th 2006 coordinated by the Broadmoor
Improvement Association and UNO detailing the repetitive flood loss report?  Yes  No
b. Did you get an opportunity to view the final report  Yes  No
To view the final report online, please visit
http://floodhelp.uno.edu/uploads/images/In%20the%20News/BroadmoorFinalReport.pdf
3. Are you actively involved in the Broadmoor Improvement Association?  Yes  No
Information about your house
4. How many times has your house flooded? _____________________________________
5. Has your home flooded since December 2006?  Yes  No
a. if yes, when did the flood occur? _________________________________
6. What type of foundation does your house have?
 Slab
 Crawlspace
 “Raised basement”
7. If you have a “raised basement” is it finished and occupied?

 Yes  No

8. Do you currently have flood insurance?
 Yes  No
a. How long have you carried this policy?_________________
Information about flooding history
9. Aside from Hurricane Katrina, what was the deepest the water ever got while you were living in this
house?
__ Never flooded other than Katrina
__ In the yard only: _____ deep, in ______ (year)
__ Over the basement floor: ______ deep, in ______ (year)
__ Over the first floor: ________ deep, in _______ (year)
a. What was the longest the water stayed in the house?________________________
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b. When was this?_______________________________________________________

10. What do you feel was the cause of your flooding? Check all that affect your building.
 Sanitary sewer backup
 Clogged drainage lines
 Standing water next to house
 Drainage system and pump station overloaded
 Drainage from nearby properties
 Pump station shut down
 Other: __________________________________________________________
11. Do you anticipate that your house will flood again? Why or why not?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Information about flood protection measures
12. Have you taken any flood protection measures on your property, or are you in the process of
mitigating your home? Check all that apply.
 Moved utilities/contents to a higher level
 Elevated all or parts of the building
 Regraded yard to keep water away from the
 Waterproofed the outside walls
Building
 Installed drains or pipes to improve drainage
 Built a wall to keep water away
 Sandbagged when water threatened
 Other: ________________________
13. Did any of the measures you checked in item __ work? If so, which ones. If not, do you know why
they didn’t work?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
14. Have you participated in/are you participating in a mitigation grant program such as HMGP, SRL,
Road Home elevation funding (you do not need to specify which program)?
 Yes  No
15. Have you considered implementing a flood protection measure?
 Elevation
 Waterproofing your house to prevent water from entering
 Rebuilding from scratch
 Barriers
 Altering the basement so that if it floods nothing is damaged
16. If there were no constraints, what, if any, measures would you like to implement?
 Elevation
 Waterproofing your house to prevent water from entering
 Rebuilding from scratch
 Barriers
 Altering the basement so that if it floods nothing is damaged
17. Whether or not you have already done so, are you interested in pursuing measures to protect your
property from flooding?  Yes  No
a. What measures? __________________
b. If you want information on protection measures, please include your full mailing address.
____________________________________________________
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Appendix B
February 26th, 2010

Dear Broadmoor Resident:

UNO-CHART is now conducting a follow-up analysis in Broadmoor to assess the flood mitigation
progress of the neighborhood. You will find attached to this letter a data sheet that we ask you to take a
few minutes to complete and return to us by March 12th, 2010.
The data sheet has 2 pages; 1 is front and back, and the other is the “envelope” which can be folded to
reveal a self–addressed and stamped side containing our address for your convenience. The
information you provide will help UNO-CHART assess the progress made since the report was released.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Please feel free to contact me at (504) 280-1404 or ekpatton@uno.edu with any questions or concerns.

Thank you for your participation.

Regards,
Erin Patton
UNO-CHART
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Appendix C

BROADMOOR

Improvement Association

February 24, 2010
Dear Broadmoorians,
Today I am writing a second appeal for your assistance with a data collection project in the
Broadmoor neighborhood. The University of New Orleans Center for Hazards Assessment,
Response, and Technology (UNO-CHART) will be conducting a follow-up analysis in Broadmoor
to assess where we now stand with the flood mitigation process post-Katrina.
The original Broadmoor report from the survey conducted in December of 2006, can be read
online at:
http://floodhelp.uno.edu/uploads/images/In%20the%20News/BroadmoorFinalReport.pdf
The enclosed second survey, with your help, will be an important means of gaining continued
assistance and fiscal support for our community. We ask that you please consider taking the
time to participate.
Your assistance is greatly needed and appreciated!

Sincerely,

LaToya Cantrell
President
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Appendix D

BROADMOOR

Improvement Association

December 10, 2009

Dear Broadmoorians,

I am writing to request your assistance with a data collection process for the Broadmoor
neighborhood. The University of New Orleans Center for Hazards Assessment, Response and
Technology (UNO-CHART) is conducting a follow-up analysis in Broadmoor to assess where we
now stand with the flood mitigation process post-Katrina. The original Broadmoor report from the
survey conducted in December of 2006, can be viewed online at:
http://floodhelp.uno.edu/uploads/images/In%20the%20News/BroadmoorFinalReport.pdf
The enclosed second survey will be an invaluable tool for continued assistance for our flood ravaged
community and we ask that you please consider participating. Your assistance is greatly appreciated!

Sincerely,

LaToya Cantrell
President
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Appendix E
Broadmoor Property Owner Data Sheet Responses by Question
Total Respondents

20 out of 5213

1. How long have you lived in this house?

1. Answers ranged from I month to over 53 years

2. Do you recall the Broadmoor Repetitive
floodloss area analysis conducted during 2006?

2. Yes: 6

No: 14

2a. Yes: 4

No: 16

2b. Yes: 2

No: 18

3. Are you actively involved in the Broadmoor
Improvement Association (BIA)?

3. Yes: 4

No: 16

4. How many times has your home flooded?

4. Never: 1

Five times: 1

Once: 5

Six times: 3

Three times: 3

Over 39 times: 1

Four times: 2

Not Sure: 1

2a. Did you attend the meeting?
2b. Did you get an opportunity to view the final
report?

5. Has your home flooded since December 2006?

5. Yes: 0

No: 20

5a. If so, When was this?

5a. N/A14

6. What type of foundation does your house
have?

6. Slab: 3

7. If you have a “raised basement,” is it finished
and occupied?

7. Finished: 4

8. Do you currently have flood insurance?

8. Yes: 19 No Answer: 1

8a. How long have you carried this policy?

Answers ranged from 1 month to 30 years

9. Aside from Hurricane Katrina, what was the
deepest the water ever got?

Never flooded other than Katrina: 5

Raised Basement: 8

Crawlspace: 8
Finished & Occupied: 3

In the yard only: 6

13

Originally, there were 57 properties in the study area. Of the 57 letters mailed out, 5 were returned to UNOCHART as undeliverable
14

All 20 respondents reported that they have not flooded since December 2006.
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Over the basement floor:3
Over the first floor: 2
9a. What was the longest the water stayed in the
house?

9a. 2 days: 2
9b. 1978, 1982, 1985, 1986, 1995, 1997 1998, 2009

9b. When was this?

10. Sanitary sewer backup: 0
10. What do you feel was the cause of your
flooding?

Standing water next to house: 1
Drainage from nearby properties: 1
Clogged drainage lines: 3
Drainage system/pump station overloaded: 10
Pump station shut down: 5
Other: 6 :
Levee failure: 3
Drain Pipes too small: 1
Entire City flooding: 1
Heavy Rain over 6’’ an hour: 1

11. Do you anticipate that your house will flood
again?
11a. Why or why not?

11. Yes: 8

No: 9 No Answer: 3

11a. Yes, it will flood again because (respondents
comments):
The levees will fail: 3
Levees not properly repaired
When they shut off the pumps during storms
New Orleans cannot get their act together and
properly man the pumps during storms
If the drainage canal on Washington Avenue
overflows, water backs up into our homes
Extraordinary rain events
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11a. CONTINUED
We’re the lowest point in the city
No, it will not flood again because (respondents
comments):
Drainage projects have fixed the flooding
As long as the pumps work, we’re OK
$5 Million to improve drainage since 1998
The USACE has reinforced the levees and
updated the pump stations
12. Have you taken any flood protection
measures on your property, or are you in the
process of mitigating your home? Check all that
apply (multiple answers allowed)

Moved utilities/contents to a higher level: 10
Regraded yard to keep water away from the
building: 2
Installed drains or pipes to improve drainage: 5
Sandbagged when water threatened: 1
Elevated all or parts of the building: 2
Waterproofed the outside walls: 0
Built a wall to keep water away: 0
Other: 1 (improve drainage)

13. Did any of the measures in item 12 work? Of
so, which ones? If not, do you know why they
didn’t work?

13. Yes: 2 No: 0 No Answer: 17
Respondents comments:
There is still a drainage problem in Broadmoor
It hasn’t flooded since; not yet tested

14. Have you participated in a mitigation grant
program such as HMGP, SRL, Road Home
elevation funding (you do not need to specify
which one)?

14. Yes: 6 No: 17

15. Have you considered implementing a flood
protection measure?

Elevation: 4
Altering the basement so that if it floods, nothing is
damaged: 4
Waterproofing your house to prevent water from
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entering: 0
Barriers: 2
16. if there were no constraints, what, if any,
measure would you like to implement?

Elevation: 8
Altering the basement so that if it floods, nothing is
damaged: 3
Waterproofing your house to prevent water from
entering: 5
Barriers: 2

17. Whether or not you have already done so, are
you interested in pursuing measures to protect
your property from flooding?

17. Yes: 13

17a. What measures?

Drainage Improvements

No: 7

17a. Respondents comments:

Have the city maintain the pumps and levees
Build another floor upstairs so I can give up the
floor below
Regrade yard and improve drainage
Waterproof my home
Correct the Sewerage and water board’s
procedures
Barriers
Area is totally safe “if” the pumps work/are
manned
Fix the city’s drainage
Comments (These are direct comments taken
from the homeowners data sheets)

I have flooded every time we get a hard and
constant rain. Please have all pumps and drainage
working at all times. This city does not get the
message about its drainage. I'm voting for Mitch
Landrieu, maybe he can get the job done.
Since the completion of the new drainage down
Claiborne and Napoleon this has been one of the
best and driest areas in town. Barring catastrophic
circumstances - like the levee breach - we have
ideal conditions in my neighborhood.
Mitigation measures not a major concern because
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my house is elevated 3-4 feet already. Broadmoor
used to flood in the street all the time, around 97
they installed new pipes and it didn't flood again
till this December.
It is a shame that they only increased the grant to
elevate homes only after many of us had already
completed our renovations. As the owner of a slab
construction home, I would have raised it up if
more money was available early on before I
completed the restoration of the home.
Neighbors on both side regraded yard after
Katrina…now my yard is the lowest spot and fills up
like a lake when it rains. It comes just inches from
flooding my "raised basement."
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